
Contract for Photography Services 

Client’s Name: ____________________________________________________________________ 

Photography Location: ______________________________________________________________

Photography Date: ____________ Start Time: _________  End Time: _________

Finished photographs are to be delivered to Client/s by _______________ 

Type of photography requested: _______________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________

Photographer’s Fee:  $_________ Deposit paid: $_________  

1. Te Client shall reimburse Photographer for any additional costs the Photographer may incur for 
permits, travel, meals, parking, and other reasonable costs necessary to the performance of these 
services. Standard mileage exceeding 20 miles outside Springfeld, MO is $0.56 per mile traveled. 

2. Te retainer fee is not refundable if the Client cancels or changes the engagement. If the 
Photographer fails to appear at the place and time specifed above, the retainer fee shall be refunded to 
the Client. Due to the nature of services provided, session and purchased products are non-refundable. 
Standard receiving time for images for most sessions is two weeks, sometimes up to four to eight weeks
for large events such as weddings. In the event of unforeseen delay, Client/s will be notifed prior to 
expected date to receive the fnished product. 

3. Finished photographs shall be delivered to the Client/s via digital download or prints, as determined 
by option chosen by the Client/s.  Note: Not all photos taken during a session will be included. Only 
images selected for the highest quality will be retouched/enhanced, to be given to the Client/s, as 
decided by the Photographer. Images are selected to match the Photographer's vision and style. Please 
view galleries of previous works to verify Client/Photographer compatibility.  

4. Editing and enhancements will be applied to each fnished photograph before delivered to the 
Client/s. Tis includes exposure adjustments, contrast, vibrancy, tone corrections, hue and temperature 
adjustments. Basic blemish removal, red-eye corrections, etc. Under no circumstances is the Client/s 
given any permission to alter an image from Focus Photography. Tis includes, but is not limited to, 
flters, color changes, cropping, use of Photoshop or smart phone apps. Images are given as a complete 
product and Client/s agree to leave them as such. Any screen shot copies of proofng images found 
online is theft and will result in legal action. 

5. Te Client/s shall assist and cooperate with the Photographer in obtaining the desired photographs, 
including but not limited to specifying persons and/or scenes to be photographed; taking time to pose 
for photographs at the Photographer’s direction, etc. Te Photographer shall not be responsible for 
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photographs not taken as a result of the Client/s or guest's failure to provide reasonable assistance or 
cooperation. 

6.  Photographer agrees to take photographs in a timely manner, as to not cause delays. If the event is 
not running completely on time, at no fault of the Photographer, Photographer/s cannot be held 
responsible for missed photographic opportunity, including loss of daylight for photo locations, 
members in attendance not participating or are absent, inclement weather, or for safety issues. 

7. Te Photographer retains full copyright of the photographs, and hereby grants the Client unlimited 
but non-exclusive rights to use or reproduce the photographs for which the Client pays. Images may be
shared with social media websites at the Client’s discretion. Client agrees to use of the images taken in
this session to be shown on Photographer’s website and social media pages for promotion and 
portfolio use*. 

*Exception applies in which case no nudes will be displayed. Te integrity of the subject shall be 
protected from tasteless imagery and will be kept private. Albums containing images that are sensual in 
nature are kept private by default. Examples also include photos taken in dressing rooms.  Images will 
be treated with respect.  
 

Applicable Law

Tis contract shall be governed by the laws of the County of ___________ in the State of Missouri and
any applicable Federal law. A copy of this agreement will be provided via email, or printed at Client/s' 
request.

Signatures

________________________________ Andie Borgerding                         

Client’s Signature Photographer’s Signature

____________________________________ Andie Borgerding                                                

Printed Name              Printed Name

____________________________________ (636)221-7531                                               

Phone Phone

Tank you so much for choosing Focus Photography to capture your special memories!
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